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CITY OF AUSTIN — BOND PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTED PROJECT

MOBILITY IMPROVEMENTS
- 2012 Bond Program
- Proposition 12

DESIGN DELIVERY METHOD:
- Rotation List

CONSTRUCTION DELIVERY METHOD:
- Alternative delivery: Competitive Sealed Proposal*
  *upcoming opportunity

Rio Grande St. Reconstruction and Utility Adjustment from 24th to 29th Street

Description:
Full depth street reconstruction of Rio Grande Street from 24th to 29th Street, including storm drain and waterline improvements, curb, gutter, ADA ramps, two-way cycle track protected bicycle lanes and University Neighborhood Overlay streetscape elements.

Previous improvements on Rio Grande Street from MLK Jr. Blvd to 24th St. (Note Cycle Track barrier will be concrete for this phase—similar to photo on the right)

Project ID# 5403.003
Current Phase: Design

Procurement & MBE/WBE Participation*
*Estimates and timelines are subject to change.

Professional Services Estimate: N/A; project is at 90% design completion

Construction Probable Cost: $5,900,000—$6,100,000
Anticipated Timeframe for Solicitation: Q4 FY14 / Q1 FY15 (July 2014-December 2014)
MBE/WBE goals: Participation anticipated—Goals to be determined

Preferred Skills and Experience

Design: N/A

Construction:
Teams with the following skills and experience can help achieve project goals: Multi-trade team of contractors with experience in, but not limited to, civil and utility construction, working in West Campus/Downtown area crowded with utilities, multi-modal focused traffic control, addressing challenges with pedestrian and business access, construction quality and subtleties needed to create superior multi-modal comfort, and be well versed in the City’s policies and contract compliance regulations.